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        trk kaks

it's been another beautiful day at sÕrve, with the weather holding off 
for another fun-filled day and night.
we had our first flag raising where we met all the juhid and found our 
first ülevaatus winners with Tare 7. 
after the ceremony all the children were split into their sport groups 
for the week and in no time at all they were off to their first
activities. A group were racing up the climbing wall while B group were 
busy balancing on the ropes course. 
lunch and lÕunarahu saw us through to the afternoon and we saw the 
groups back out, this time with A group keeping it Esto, flying high on 
the Suur kiik & singing low in laulud. meanwhile B group were also 
learning estonian rhymes with Mall Pesti and getting dirty in kasitöö 
and the wombathole.
In the evening we had the sÕrve olympic night where abijuht alex kept 
us waiting for more jokes and all the huts impressed us with their 
original games.
we hope you're enjoying day three because there's so much more to do!

1st - Ujukate Tare
2nd - Shampooni Tare
3rd - kohvri Tare
4th - Mütsi Tare
5th - soki Tare
6th - buduaari koti Tare
7th - ALUSPÜKSI TARE
8th - Päikeseprillide Tare

Yesterdays Winners: Tare seitse!

ulevaatus results

Strong SÕRVE 
OLYMPIC TURNOUT



a1 
Roheline

Joshua main
lachlan bell

kristjan semmel-
weiss

ambrose ritchie
sandra buchert

a2
oranz

toomas mirlieb
harri rodgers
alex horner
max semenov

albert cavanagh
sarina randoja
isabelle main

a3
kollane

erik tults
nick main

sigi aisatullin
lachlan butler
rainer randoja

annika cavanagh
lily horner

a4
roosa

matthew lauk
linus aisatullin
peeter mirlieb
lleyton evert
reily horner
rosie proctor
lucy semenov

b1
sinine

ryan poole
henri kivi

remy semenov
rory butler
grace cook
pilvi cook

heinz pandre

b2
lilla

finley butler
luca gallelli
rowan kangru
oskar raadik

zoe poole
ingrid marder

hold on!

Ryan paints his daddy 
some work

Just Hangin' Out

Sing from the belly 
poisid!

pilvi gets some help from 
matt 

that cave sure looks scary

when i say jump...



a4
roosa

matthew lauk
linus aisatullin
peeter mirlieb
lleyton evert
reily horner
rosie proctor
lucy semenov          Power!

if you make one more 
joke...

future egg & spoon champions

karla takes no prisoners

Õhupalli poisid
russia goes down hard

Take that, Plastic 
Pillow!

the new clothes 
horse

The SÕrve Olympics Theme night was a huge success. The games were very enter-
taining and included people of all age groups. 
One example of these games was the Cookie eating contest, where everyone had 
to make funny faces to move the cookie from their foreheads to their mouths, 
eat it and then whistle. 
the Decorations were very appropriate for the theme and this made the event 
feel very real. 
It was very interesting to learn about all of the sports that each tare partici-
pated in. Who knew there were sports involving cups, balloons and buckets? 
THe SÕrve Olympics 2015 was well organised and fun for everyone

Ujukate tare 
theme night report 



SÕRVE Crossword

Down
1. Blue, Black and _____
2. What you might hear if you are too 
noisy
4. A tare kolm leader
6. tare kaheksa
8. How Many Medals has estonia won 
in the winter olympics

Across
3. An Estonian invention
5. What you are reading
7. Delicious estonian food
9. Which animals are on the estonian 
crest

First person to finish and show the 
sosin gets a sweet prize!

Aldo & Liz Raadik
54 & 46 - Annandale

Konrad Kangru

rowan kangru
8 - airlie beach

Sigi aisatullin
13 - sydney

linus aisatullin
17 - sydney

Oskar Raadik
8 - Annandale

Apologies for yesterday:
-Wollongong has two L's.. 
and one o at the start
-Linda Tohver is a 
Returning Face.
-ujukate has one t
-It's our 55th year at point 
wooly!
-leah gerhke is from callala
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what do you get when 

you mix father christmas 

with a witches cat?

Santa Claws

- Ryan Poole

38 - airlie beach New FACE!
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